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How the union of inferential thinking and computation 
are transforming research and education at Berkeley.



A really odd career

Physics PhD: Lattice QCD 
Simulations

Applied Math Postdoc: 
numerical algorithms





–Hamming'62

“The purpose of computing is insight, 
not numbers” 



Interactive 
Computing



What is 

❖ Software 
❖ Standards and Protocols 
❖ Community



Software



Classic ‘Notebook’…



JupyterLab: a grand unified theory of Jupyter

Huge Team Effort! 
C. Colbert, S. Corlay, A. Darian, B. Granger, J. Grout, P. 

Ivanov,  I. Rose, S. Silvester, C. Willing, J. Zosa-Forde …



Notebooks++



Beyond notebooks



Data



JupyterLab is extensible: FlyBrainLab 
An Interactive Computing Platform for the Fly Brain

BIONET Group, Columbia University 
http://www.bionet.ee.columbia.edu  

Aurel A. Lazar (PI) 
Tingkai Liu 

Mehmet K. Turkcan 
Chung-Heng Yeh 

Yiyin Zhou 

http://fruitflybrain.org



Morphology Connectomics & 
GeneticsExecutable 

Circuit

Model Emulation & 
Output Evaluation

Database 
QueryLocal File I/O





Standards and Protocols



Core ideas of the web: HTTP & HTML

HTML: format to represent content 
HyperText Markup Language

HTTP: protocol to connect clients and servers 
HyperText Transport Protocol

Image credit: eviltester.com



Core ideas of Jupyter
Document Format

https://github.com/CamDavidsonPilon/Probabilistic-Programming-and-Bayesian-Methods-
for-Hackers

Interactive Computing Protocol

SUB SUB DEAL

Client

SUB
DEALDEALDEAL

ROUTPUB ROUTROUT
Kernel

ØMQ + JSON



The Notebook as document & format

❖ JSON specification 
❖ Machine readable 
❖ Metadata-rich



New tools built atop the format

 

Jupyter Book nbgrader: homework assignments



pandoc: ipynb to word (and more)

pandoc lorenz.ipynb -o lorenz.docx



Jupyter Protocol 
web-age capture of the process of interactive computing

any mime-type output 
❖ text 
❖ svg, png, jpeg 
❖ latex, pdf 
❖ html, javascript 
❖ interactive widgets



A language agnostic protocol

u alj i

~100 different kernels: https://github.com/jupyter/jupyter/wiki/Jupyter-kernels



Community



IPython: an afternoon hack, 2001



Plus ~ 1500 more Open source contributors!

A true team effort



Formalized governance

Formal fiscal sponsorship



Jupyter: gateway to an ecosystem



Educational impact: 
 a view from Berkeley



Chancellor’s directive,  June 2014

… rethinking at a fundamental level what every 
educated person must know about quantitative 

reasoning: how to effectively understand, process 
and interpret information, to inform decisions in 

their professional and personal lives and as citizens 
of the world in the 21st century.





Data 8: Foundations of Data Science
❖ Purpose: “You will learn the core concepts of inference and computing, 

while working hands-on with real data.” 
❖ A Data Science Course for Everyone: “designed for entry-level students 

from any major, specifically for students who have not previously taken 
statistics or computer science courses.” 

❖ Topics: “all the key ideas of introductory statistics in a new, modern, hands-
on way. It weaves in contextual issues like data privacy and bias. At the 
same time, it gives you a powerful understanding of key ideas in 
computing.”



http://inferentialthinking.com



Data 100: ds100.org



Live textbooks



Berkeley: datahub.berkeley.edu



Fall 2018

Data 100: 
 ~800 students

Data 8: 
~1,300 

students



Fastest growing courses in 
Berkeley history

Data 8 in Fall 2018 
❖ ~ 1,300 enrolled students 
❖ ~ 200 waitlisted 

Annual combined numbers 
❖ Data 8: ~ 3,000 students 
❖ UC Berkeley: ~ 7,500 

At steady state, will easily reach  ~50% 
of campus!http://data8.org  - http://ds100.org 







Repro. research course: STAT 159/259

❖ Schedule: 2 Lectures (80 min), 1 lab (2 h) 
❖ Prerequisites: foundations in computation, probability and 

statistical modeling 
❖ Enrollment: 50 undergrads, 10 grads 
❖ Graduate Student Instructor: Eli Ben-Michael, Stats PhD 

student 
❖ Grading: weekly readings, quizzes, homework and 3 projects.

http://bit.ly/stat159-f17



Goals
❖ What?  

❖ Core ideas: data access, computation, statistical analysis and publication.  
❖ Why?  

❖ An essential concern of modern computational research.  
❖ Social and scientific implications of lack of reproducibility. 
❖ Frame the problem in terms practical, ethical and epistemological.  

❖ How?   
❖ Skills and habits necessary to make a practice of reproducibility.  
❖ An everyday practice, not a “publication time” concept.



Core skills

❖ Version control: Git and GitHub  
❖ Programming: Python 
❖ Process automation: Make 
❖ Data analysis: Numpy, Pandas, Matplotlib, NLTK, Scikit-Learn, … 
❖ Documentation: Sphinx 
❖ Software testing: PyTest 
❖ Continuous Integration: Travis 
❖ Reproducible containers: Binder



Git and Python workflow everywhere



Computational hygiene: a daily habit



Final Project: an original analysis
❖ Data: included in repo or linked if too large. 
❖ Clean, tested code. 
❖ Analysis notebooks and supporting code 

❖ Break down your analysis into as many notebooks as is reasonable for convenient reading and 
execution.  

❖ Main narrative notebook: summarizes and discusses results. 
❖ Reproducibility support: Makefile and environment.yml 
❖ Good repository practices: README.md, LICENSE, .gitignore. 

❖ Use Victoria Stodden's ENABLING REPRODUCIBLE RESEARCH: LICENSING SCIENTIFIC 
INNOVATION. 

A “Standard 

Playbook”





Analysis notebooks

Code and tests



With these tools, we provide:

❖ Broad disciplinary reach and impact of statistical thinking. 
❖ Drastically lowered barriers to student access - intellectual 

and economic. 
❖ Lowered barriers for faculty* to engage with statistical and 

computational ideas. 
❖ (*) typically from non computational/statistical domains)



Berkeley in a few years…



In the words of a Berkeley scientist
We are witnessing a monumental phase shift in data science knowledge on 

campus - undergrads are extremely well trained. 

[…] 

There is a knowledge gap between the trained data science undergrads on 
campus and the upper level scientists and PIs who need their expertise for their 

projects. The labs are ill equipped on reproducible data science methods and 
therefore are incapable of knowing how to manage the full potential of 

undergrad help. 

Ciera Martinez, @CieraReports  

Postdoctoral Fellow, Molecular and Cell Biology & BIDS Fellow



Transforming research





April 18, 2019: Shep Doeleman



K. Ottoboni/P. Stark: Defenders of Democracy 
Michigan election audit, Dec. 2018

Credit: @ginvdr



Pangeo: open geosciences (and more!)

Harnessing the power of cloud 
computing to study the whole 
earth interactively.

https://pangeo.io





National infrastructure, from K-12 to HPC!





So you want to build Data Science tools 
in academia…



Career paths?





An awkward space for academics

❖ These problems sit at the interface of research and engineering. 
❖ Some go to the heart of statistical thinking. 
❖ Yet they may require heavy-duty software engineering. 

❖ This type of work is extremely hard to fund and reward. 
❖ Industry alone won’t do what we need. 
❖ Sustainability of these efforts is today extremely challenging 

❖ (even funded ones like Jupyter)



Jupyter - funding and resources


